
Q1 2021 Issues and Programs List KPWR
Below is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KPWR, Los Angeles, California, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues 
for the period 1/1/21 to 3/1/21. This list is by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of Issue Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program segment

Politics 1/7 7:15,
7:20,
7:30

4 min Show explains what happened at Capitol and share their 
thoughts on the madness - asked listeners what their 
thoughts were on what happened

Politics 1/20 Inauguration Day - talked about the new administration 
and played audio from their speeches

Lifestyle/Sports 1/26 7:15, 6 min The city mourns the one year anniversary of Kobe Bryant
7:20, — show talks to listeners about their fav Kobe memories,
7:30 plays, who they loved more: 8 or 24. Remembering the
8:20 lives of the others who passed as well.
8:35

Community/Lifestyle 2/4 7:15, 4 min Melissa had a terrible customer service experience so we
7:20 asked listeners about their worst ever customer service

experiences whether its at a restaurant or any business.

Relationships 2/10 8:20, 4 min We asked listeners to tell us if they find it problematic in
8:35 their relationship, when their partner tells their best

friends everything. Does it negatively impact their
relationships?

Lifestyle 2/11 8:20, 4 min Taco Bell changed their menu…McDonald’s keeps
8:35 updating theirs — we asked Listeners to chime in about

the one restaurant they think is the most OVERRATED of
all time that everyone seems to like
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Employment 2/15 7:15, 4 min It’s Presidents Day — talked to listeners who did not get 
the day off and their opinion on whether presidents day 
should be a guaranteed day off

7:20,
7:30

Education 2/18 7:10, 3 min People from LAUSD hosted a strike to re-open schools.
8:10 Parents — did you wanna send your kids back or keep at

home learning?

Lifestyle 2/22 7:20, 4 min Put your homie on blast — how did your friends leave you
7:30 hanging?


